Study the take-away lessons from the following units. If there are sections on the final that ask specifics, you will be given an excerpt to reference in order to answer the question.

**Rhetoric Unit**
- □ Ethos, Pathos, Logos, Kairos (*EAA* Ch. 1-4)
- □ Applying the terms to a text
- □ Dos and Don’ts of style
- □ Kurt Vonnegut’s “How to Write with Style”
- □ Structure/Organization
- □ Personality and perspective in writing
- □ Tone

**Research Unit**
- □ Fallacies (*EAA* Ch. 5)
- □ Academic Arguments (*EAA* Ch. 17G, 16R)
- □ Research Process
- □ Finding Evidence (*EAA* Ch. 18G, 17R)
- □ Evaluating Sources (*EAA* Ch. 19G, 18R)
- □ Using Sources (*EAA* Ch. 20G, 19R)
- □ Plagiarism and Academic Integrity (*EAA* Ch. 21G, 20R)
- □ MLA formatting
- □ Citation basics

**Outliers**
- □ Major claims
- □ Kinds of evidence used
- □ Author’s purpose
- □ General real world connections (as discussed in seminar)

**EAA Ch. 7, 8, 10 Structuring Arguments**
- □ Basic structure of arguments
- □ Different kinds of arguments
- □ Claims, reasons, warrants, backing
- □ Different kinds of evidence